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Offensive Football Strategies is the most comprehensive and detailed book of its kind, containing the most popular and
effective offensive philosophies, systems, formations, and plays over the past.

There are huge, bruising power backs, and small, fast scat backs, and some running backs that never even
touch the ball. While their role has changed in modern football, the running back is still a very important
position. Running backs must line up in the backfield. In many cases they split out like a wide receiver and run
downfield to catch passes. There was a time, not all that long ago, when all running backs needed to be able to
carry the ball and gain yards. The NFL was a more run-centered league back then, where today it is pass first.
This means modern running backs need to be good at catching passes and blocking blitzing linebackers. There
are several types of running backs, and their duties vary: Some fullbacks are good pass receivers as well. The
average fullback is large and powerful, with plenty of the strength necessary to crush defenders on running
plays. The job of fullback has become a very blue-collar position. In days gone by the fullback was an
important ball carrier, but nowadays the halfback gets the ball on most running plays and the fullback paves
the way. In modern offenses, the halfback is the player counted on to run with the ball the most throughout the
game. Some are small and quick with the ability to fake defensive players out of their cleats. Others are large
and powerful and bowl over defenders rather then run around them. The best halfbacks have a combination of
speed, power and quickness, and they are very valuable to their teams. Because of the punishment they take,
the average career of a professional halfback is very short. Some other terms used to describe running backs
and their duties include: A running back, usually a halfback, who lines up behind the fullback in an I
formation rather than next to him. A term referring to a very shifty halfback. Usually refers to the fullback. A
running back whose main job is blocking. Not to be confused with halfback and H-back is a player who lines
up in the backfield a step behind where the tight end lines up. Usually a fullback or tight end plays this role in
sets requiring an H-back. The wing back lines up in the backfield a step behind and to the outside of the tight
end. Running backs are allowed to wear the numbers 20 through 49 in the NFL. Wide Receiver Along with
defensive cornerbacks, wide receivers are usually the fastest guys on the field. They must be agile and quick
enough to shake defenders who are trying to cover them, and be able to reliably catch the football. The main
job of the wide receiver is to run downfield and catch passes. Some wide receivers may also serve as punt or
kick returners. There are three basic types of wide receiver, depending on where they line up on the field:
Lines up on the line of scrimmage, except split out away from the linemen. They are considered one of the 7
players on the line, and because they are on the end of the line they are eligible to receive passes. In the
diagram below, the wide receiver on the left of the formation is the split end. So, technically they are in the
backfield. In the diagram below, the wide receiver on the right of the formation is in the flanker position.
Lines up inside of another wide receiver. They get their name because they are in the "slot" between a wide
receiver and the line. They may be on or off the line, depending on the formation. In certain offensive
formations where both wide receivers are on the same side of the field, the flanker lines up in the slot position.
Decades ago, big, lanky receivers were the standard. Then the position morphed to where speed and quickness
were most valued, and small wide receivers flourished. In modern football, the best wide receivers are both
big and fast. Designated slot receivers tend to be a little smaller. NFL wide receivers may wear numbers and
Where Receivers Line Up in Football Tight End Of the seven players lined up on the line of scrimmage, only
the ones on the ends of the line are allowed to run downfield and receive a pass. The tight end TE needs to
have the power to block as well the finesse to run downfield and catch the football. The classic tight end lines
up at the end of the line, next to one of the tackles. He may split out like a wide receiver, or line up in a slot
position. He may even line up in the backfield, as long as there are still seven players on the line. The position
of tight end seems to undergo continual changes. With the popularity of more wide-open offenses featuring
multiple wide receivers today, many teams are interested in tight ends who are good pass catchers. They still
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must be able to block well, and some teams carry tight ends that are only used when a good blocker is
required. Historically, tight ends were usually tall and strong with moderate speed. Now, in the modern NFL
there are some tight ends who look more like big wide receivers, with the speed to match. Other tight ends are
bulkier and better at blocking on running plays. Tight ends are permitted to wear jerseys with numbers
between 40 and 49, and 80 and Kicker Kicker K is possibly the position easiest for European audiences to
understand, thanks to the popularity of soccer and rugby. The kicker only kicks the ball, but his job is very
important. Many a hard-fought football game has come down to the leg of the kicker. When kicking field
goals and extra points the kicker lines up in the backfield. The kicker kicks field goals, extra points and kicks
off. In modern football he plays no other position. Kickers only need to have the leg power and accuracy to
kick field goals from as far a distance as possible, but the most important quality of a kicker is reliability.
Kickers may wear numbers Football Positions on Defense In American football the defense is tasked with
stopping the opposing offense from scoring points. Successful defensive players must not only rely on brute
power and speed, but also have the intelligence to understand what the offense is trying to do to them. The
eleven defenders may line up anywhere they like, as long as they are not across the line of scrimmage. But
there are two common defensive schemes employed by most teams: The implies there are four defensive
linemen and three linebackers, while the means three linemen and four linebackers. Teams commit to one
scheme or the other, not only so they can focus on one style of defense, but because slightly different
personnel is required for each. However, with increasingly sophisticated offenses most teams will use a wide
variety of schemes and personnel. There are three main positions on defense, with a range of differences
within each position. It all starts with the big guys up front. Defensive Positions in a Scheme Defensive
Linemen The defensive linemen DL are the first stage of the defense, and the first men the offense must
account for in their blocking schemes. Their responsibilities and where they line up are dependant on their
exact position and the type of defense they play. Directly across the ball from the offensive line. Defensive
linemen usually but not always play from a three or four-point stance, with their hand s on the ground. There
are several types of defensive linemen: In a set there are two defensive tackles. While their basic position is
roughly across from the offensive guard, like all defensive players they shift around to many different
positions in the same general area. Their primary task is to prevent the other team from running the ball, but
many are great at rushing the quarterback as well. Good defensive tackles are capable of taking on several
blockers at once, jamming up the middle of the play and keeping the offensive tackles off the inside
linebackers. In defenses there is only one defensive tackle lined up in the middle called the nose tackle.
Because he is alone in the middle, a nose tackle will get hit from all sides as an offense attempts to take him
out of the play. But a good nose tackle can hold his ground, and become a game-long nightmare for the
offense. These players line up outside of the defensive tackles. They need to have the strength and power to do
battle with offensive linemen, but also the speed and quickness to chase down the quarterback on passing
plays. In defenses, defensive ends line up closer to the middle of the line. In defenses, they are lined up outside
the offensive tackles. Defensive linemen are huge, strong guys, rivaled on the field only by the offensive
linemen. However, some physical characteristics are more desirable for specific positions. Nose tackles are
incredibly powerful, and a few even dwarf offensive linemen when it comes to size and strength. Defensive
tackles in a and ends in a typically tip the scales around the pound mark, with the strength to match. Defensive
ends who play in a tend to be slightly smaller, quicker players, and built for pass rushing. Defensive linemen
in the NFL are permitted to wear numbers from and Defensive Positions in a Scheme Linebacker Linebackers
LB are often the best all-around athletes on the field, and much is asked of them. Their duties range from
stopping the run, to chasing down the quarterback, to covering speedy wide receivers. The exact
responsibilities of a linebacker depend on his position and the defensive scheme.
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Use strategies straight from many of football's all-time greatest coaches! Offensive Football Strategies offers you special
access to the sharpest football minds in the game's history.

Such term as a "game plan" is simply a strategy for a particular game. The objective of each of the used
offenses is to simply score the points. The offense is known to be able to prolong their possession of the ball
for preventing the opponent from scoring, involving three types of players: The most commonly used are
Linemen, who can be Center, Guard or Tackle. And the Tackles are the "bookends" of the offensive line, who
are simply the biggest offensive linemen, having the great foot and hand coordination for being able to
successfully protecting against the pass rushes. Once some team has a right-handed quarterback, then the left
tackle can be the best pass blocker on the line for a reason of them being responsible for preventing a
"blindside" pass rush that the quarterback might miss if it catches him out of the blue. The Quarterbacks are
those who line up directly behind the center of the field, taking the ball from that position to put it back into
the play. In most of the cases, the quarterback is the one communicating with the other players the play they
are going to run. At the same time, the Fullbacks are known to be lining up behind the quarterback, being
involved in blocking, running and, sometimes, catching the passes. The fullback in many of the offensive
schemes is known to be considered as a running back. But this player is usually more physical and bigger to
compare to the other running backs on the team, involved in blocking. Although, the Halfbacks are those, who
line up behind the quarterback and sometimes behind the fullback. The spread offenses are those placing the
quarterback in the shotgun formation. Having the mentioned tool means ensuring yourself in making it
possible to create the needed drawing within a short period of time, having the previously made examples of
the drawings, which all can be always used for editing and so for making the unique ones based on those
already created by the specialists in making such schemes and plans. If you need to do this more than once you
have to choose an appropriate tool allows you to change diagrams easily. A combination of the "Football
Fields" and "Football Positions" libraries gives you an ability to create a football-related drawing in seconds.
Follow next steps to create you own football schema: From the "Football Fields" library drop a field object to
your document From the "Football Positions" library drop all positions object you need to your document
Place positions on the field according to your drawing idea Add arrows or text labels if needed. Offensive
strategies may be hard to explain with a single diagram. In this case you can break your explanation into some
stages, and place each stage onto a different page. When you start presenting using F5 button, pages will
appear one by one, that allows your audience to understand how players change their positions etc. How to
Create Multipage Diagram Sample 2. Thus, any football positions of the football players within the football
field can be represented in a way of a smart looking drawing, as well as a professionally looking one in case
you have all the mentioned above tools. A complete set of predesigned fields and positions make drawing
schemas as quickly as possible. Although, in case you want a proper scheme, you should use a special
software for creating SWOT analysis diagrams that would be comprehensible. SWOT analysis is useful not
only for business purposes, but even for cities or for a particular person. It provides templates of different sorts
of Matrix Diagrams. Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. The next step is matrix creation both SWOT and TOWS analysis use the same basic steps and the only difference is the order in which these
criteria are studied. Plenty offenses and defenses may startle a newbie. Using visual method to explain the
meaning of each formation, play or strategy gives a clear understanding. Using embedded presentation tools
you are able to share your football knowledge with wide audience. The Soccer solution from the Sport area of
ConceptDraw Solution Park is designed as a tool that helps you produce the soccer diagrams in a few minutes.
For this it is necessary add the illustrations! The Soccer solution delivers several libraries with predesigned
bright and interesting clipart objects Picture: You can easily convert vector drawing to a popular graphic
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format and then post it to your blog or site. There is no problem to add your logo or text copyright, or use
some text comments to make your diagrams unique and recognizable. Thanks to Football solution from the
Sport area of ConceptDraw Solution Park all you need is just drag and drop ready-to-use positions objects to a
template contains football field, and place positions on the field. You can start from a template, change
positions and get ready diagram in some clicks.
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Since its establishment in , the American Football Coaches Association has striven to provide a forum for the discussion
and study of all matters pertaining to football and coaching and to maintain the highest possible standards in football and
the coaching profession.

In the News This page is a work in progress. We will continue to add details about the real strategy in football.
If you are watching a game and hear a term you are not familiar with, let us know! All of these kinds of things
are really detailed. Also, we have found that the guys are much more willing to help you understand the
strategy behind the decision on something like why a team decided to perform an on-side kick than they are
about answering the question of why the color red on their helmet is so sparkly. Offensive Football Strategy
The goal of the offense in football is to score. But the method a team uses to meet that goal can be drastically
different. Some teams are slow and methodical about how they move the ball down the field with two goals:
They run the ball much more frequently than they pass it because those plays really take a lot of time off the
clock. If you get a chance to watch Oregon, you can see just how quickly an offense can work. Their strategy
beyond scoring is to go from play to play so quickly the defense cannot substitute players. Of course, there are
lots and lots of strategies used by an offense that include a lot more options than how fast they score. We will
cover some of them here and will continue to add to this section over time. Some of these formations are part
of a bigger offensive strategy e. More of football strategy for the offense coming soon. Other Strategic
Situations for the offense: Beyond how the football strategy is utilized by the offense, there are many other
strategic situations in which the offense will find themselves. We describe some of these strategic situations
below. Strategy for Points in Football: This is one of those things that is really just basic math but also has
interesting twists to it. Coaches and players have to always be thinking about what is best in a particular
situation or for a particular team. So, the basic strategy for points in football is score them as often as possible
with as many points as allowed. If you have a chance for a touchdown, you take it. On defense, anytime you
have a chance to score, that is just a huge bonus! Well, that is pretty simple. The point after attempt 1pt is
almost a given. It is extremely rare that is missed. However, it is very unlikely a team will always get 2 pts if
they go for it. There are times though when a team might go for 2. If they go for 2 points, then they will be up
by 3. Do you see it? If they miss the 2 point conversion then they are really no worse off. Another weird
situation might be that there are only seconds left on the clock and the team with the ball is down by 3 points
or less, but it is only 2nd down. Well, if they only have time for 1 more play, they are more likely to try and
score a field goal on 2nd down than take the risk of not scoring a touch down. Clock Management Strategy for
the Offense in Football: There are three basic situations for how the offense thinks about the time on the clock:
They just run their offensive strategy the way they want unless their strategy is all about the clock. The offense
will try to hustle up to the line and run another play if the game clock is still running after the previous play.
Spiking the ball is when the quarterback takes the snap and immediately throws the ball into the ground. This
is considered an incomplete pass and the clock stops. That down is wasted but it is better than running out of
time. In this situation, the offense wants to keep the ball and use as much time as it can to keep the other team
from getting the ball back. The offense does not want the clock to stop, so they will call mostly running plays
and keep the ball towards the middle of the field so no one goes out of bounds.
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Every football coach in the world understands that there is a lot more to it than that. Defensively, you are
charged with stopping an entire offense in a few short days of practice and game planning. Each coach has
their own way of going about stopping each team. Over the years, you develop your defense to suit your team
and stop the opposition, yet for each of us, there is always that thorn in our sides. We lay awake at night
scribbling new ideas, wasting napkin after napkin trying to stop the bleeding. AFM interviewed nine different
defensive coaches about what gives them the most trouble and what they do to counter it. His record is He has
led the Byrnes program to the state championship five times, winning four titles. We see a lot of spread teams
here and when we get different schemes, it can challenge us a bit. A specific play that gives us trouble would
be the Counter Criss-Cross. We have had to be creative with that. Since we are a stack defense, we do a lot of
slanting, and when a Wing-T team motions, we like to slant to that motion a lot of time because the majority
of their plays go to that motion. This obviously hurts us on the Counter Criss-Cross. One thing we can do to
stop this play is to really instill to our outside linebacker that he must stay home until the ball is past the LOS.
This keeps us in a prime position to stop this comeback play. Also, we have found that having the safety creep
up to the LOS and attack off the backside edge away from the motion is very successful for us See Diagram 1.
Evan Breisblatt - Coach Breisblatt has been a defensive coordinator for 15 years at the high school level in
Pennsylvania. What gives me the most trouble as a defensive coach is the Wing-T. More specifically, the buck
sweep to the boundary vs. That put us in a bind coverage-wise because we had to balance the 2 x 2 formations
and we were susceptible to the buck sweep on the edges. Basically, we had no alley player. We were also at a
disadvantage at the point of attack because the Y and T could double team to the Mike linebacker. The Z
would then down block on the Sam linebacker. The Spur would be kicked out by the lead guard. We were
dead at that point. How do you stop the buck sweep? We move into a under cover 2 look See Diagram 2. Here
is how our three levels line-up: The front shifts from a 3-man front to an under front. The Spur is up on the
LOS in a 9 technique and coming down the line wrong - arming the frontside pulling guard. This causes the
play to spill outside where the safety and corner are waiting. The tackle to the strength call aligns in a 7
technique, on the inside eye of the Y. The nose aligns in a 2i technique on the inside eye of the guard. The
backside tackle aligns in a 3 technique or on the outside eye of the guard. The Will is now the backside DE.
The Mike linebacker and the Sam linebacker both align over the top of the guards. The free safety aligns by
splitting 1 Z and the Y to the strong side. He is now freed up to run the alley when the play is run to his side.
The Bandit handles the other side of the field. The corner is aligned 5 x 1 and has outside support. Steve
Specht - Steve Specht is the head football coach at St. Xavier High School in Cincinnati. Specht specializes in
an attacking defense and has won two state titles, in and We look at ourselves and have the belief in our
defense and our players and believe that we are going to play sound, fundamental football that is going to help
us win games. Four or five years ago, I would have said the triple option because not many teams ran it around
us. How do you combat that problem? We make it a priority long before that week in practice. We spend 10
minutes a week on those offenses. This gives our kids a sense of confidence that they have seen it already and
can stop it because we have stopped it in practice. He has been there for three seasons and has had signature
victories over Iowa, Oklahoma State, Texas and Nebraska. The Cyclones have been to two bowl games during
his tenure. Honestly, the zone read gives us fits. Especially now that more people are running it and tweaking
and adding subtle changes to it. You not only have to account for a gap to the action of the zone, some teams
are now pulling a guard so you have to account for that gap as well. He can pull the ball and run. You have to
defend the sweep to the outside, the inside run and the guards. What it does is create an extra gap for the
defense to account for See Diagram 3. How do you go about stopping that zone read with a pulling guard? In
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all seriousness, essentially what you have to do is pull someone off of their regular assignment and stick them
into the box and create a 7 or 8-man box. There are two philosophies of how to combat this threat. First, bring
a safety down and roll back to a cover 3 look See Diagram 4. The other option is to utilize a man-free type of
concept in which we are telling our outside defenders you are on your own to allow or give the safeties
freedom to stop the run. We like working to the cover 3 concepts because it allows us to be surer in our pass
defense. In the man-free situation, we are limited coverage-wise and can open some big holes in the passing
game as well. Roof also was head coach of Duke, Based on your scheme, what presents the biggest challenge
to your athletes? When teams can keep the same 11 on the field and do multiple things out of it, that can be
troublesome. That is always more difficult than if you can pick up a tendency based on personnel or even
certain playmakers. Then the offense has to change personnel to create a potential mismatch or they have to
substitute to get to an unconventional formation out of a particular grouping. If an offense keeps the same
personnel on the field, it now becomes a matchup contest, seeing if they can maneuver their offense to get the
best possible matchup. Any tips that can help make this an advantage for the defense as opposed to the
offense? Actually, in a way, it simplifies the game plan for the players. The very first day we meet with our
players, we install a few calls that we carry in our game plan every week that allows us to adjust to anything
we see. These calls give our players confidence in their ability to align, communicate and play fast. As
coaches, we understand that these alignments may not be the perfect call, but we would rather execute our
defense than give the opponent an advantage because of a defensive mistake. There are three things that really
challenge us as a defense. They are double tight ends, outnumbering us on perimeter runs, and shifting and
motioning. The biggest problems are the perimeter runs with an offense outnumbering us at the point of
attack. If it is becoming too easy for the offense to pin and pull to get numbers on the edge, we have to make
an adjustment. How do you defend against this numbers advantage by the offense? We widen our alignments
to the tight end side and adjust our coverage for the perimeter run game. The Sam LB moves to a 60
technique. The defensive tackle will widen from a 3 technique to a 4i inside eye of the tackle , and the Mike
LB will move out to a 30 technique See Diagram 5. These adjusted alignments on the front side will allow us
to set the edge quicker vs. Because our defensive tackle is shading the center on the weak side, it allows our
Will LB to scrape into the front side A gap clean if there is flow away. Because of this, we are still sound and
can maintain gap integrity. Several different coverage variations can be used with this adjusted front. Man
coverage can be used, or a very aggressive version of quarters may be used to get your safeties in the box. It
seems now that the spread offense is the norm. Everyone runs it or some facet of it. Now, if we see teams that
will line up with double tight ends and two backs 22 personnel and have the intention of smashing the ball
down your throat cave-man style, that can give us some problems. This is a situation in which we must adapt
and man up and play defense. Also, you have to honor those tight ends in the passing game as well. That can
pose some problems for us in that situation. What would you do to adapt to a smash mouth offense you might
only see once in a while? Basically, we would move from a front to a It also helps get those tight ends off
their paths initially with contact. What we do is bring the outside linebackers up on the line of scrimmage.
They are the contain players with D gap responsibility and also have the responsibility of making contact with
the tight ends off the snap of the ball.
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Because of the risk of injury, it is uncommon for a starting offensive or defensive player to also play on a
special teams unit. A variety of strategic plays can be attempted during kickoffs, punts, and field goalsâ€”to
surprise the opposition and score points, gain yardage or first downs, or recover possession of the kicked ball.
Kickoffs[ edit ] A kickoff occurs at the beginning of each half, overtime period not in college , and following
each touchdown, successful field goal, or safety. Strategically, the coach of the other team may choose to have
his players kick the ball in one of several ways: The kicker attempts a high kick meant to travel the greatest
possible distance upfield. This is a very short kick with the goal of the kicking team recovering possession
after kicking the ball ten or more yards, usually attempted in the closing minutes of play when a team needs to
score again quickly to have a chance of winning. The squib kick is a low kick that may hit the ground and
bounce in a random fashion, making it less predictable. A squib kick is generally used when trying to avoid a
run-back, although this outcome is not guaranteed. A pooch kick is used for a similar purpose, except is a
short, high kick that the Kick-Off team can get to before there is a return. Because the kick does not travel
nearly as far as a standard kickoff, this strategy gives the opposing team better average field position, but the
advantage is that a long kick return is less likely. If a kickoff travels over the sidelines either in the air, or
bounces in the field of play, then rolls out-of-bounds without being touched by a player on the receiving team,
the play results in an illegal procedure penalty. Punts[ edit ] Standard punts: Generally, a member of the
opposing team moves into position to catch the ball. A player who has signaled a fair catch may not be tackled
after catching the ball, or the player who tackled him is penalized for kick-catching interference. Occasionally,
a coach lines his team up in a shotgun formation and has the quarterback "quick kick", or "pooch punt", to use
the element of surprise to cause the defense not to have a receiver ready. Some teams even do this from a field
goal formation, having the ball snapped directly to the placekicker who punts the ball downfield instead of
trying a field goal that has a low chance for success. In much the same way as a fake field goal described
below , a fake punt is an effort to trick the opposition and either score or gain enough yards for a first down.
Fake punts are risky for the same reasons as fake field goals and are thus rarely attempted. The drawback to
such a punt is that the ball may roll into the end zone touchback , giving the receiving team normal starting
position. Or, if the kick is angled too sharply, it goes out of bounds too early and results in an unusually short,
or botched, punt. The best punters are highly regarded for their ability to put the ball out of bounds within five
yards of the goal line. These punts are also known as a " coffin corner punt " due to their ability to pin an
opposing offense inside its own five-yard line, thus increasing the chances for the opposing defense to score a
safety or a defensive touchdown. In a few leagues, onside punting is legal, currently the Canadian Football
League is the only professional league as of to allow it the XFL , allowed onside punting if the ball went 25
yards or more, saw noticeable use of it. It can be used as a surprise tacit or a method of covering distances that
a regular play could not. In high school football, a field goal attempt is considered a regular punt if the attempt
is no good. Thus, kicking from a field goal formation can possibly offer the chance of a punt without the
opposing team having a return man. The "no punting" strategy is one that forsakes the practice of punting and
instead attempts to make fourth down conversions on as many plays as possible. It has been implemented at
Pulaski Academy , a top-ranked prep school, [10] and has been advocated by Gregg Easterbrook in his
Tuesday Morning Quarterback column and by author L. Fourth down decisions to punt have been analyzed
mathematically by David Romer. The strategy for a field goal is fairly straightforward. The team on offense
forms a protective semicircle behind the line of scrimmage on either side of the center, who snaps the ball to
the holder. The holder positions the ball so that the kicker â€” moving from a short distance away â€” can
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quickly get into position and accurately kick the ball through the goalposts. The remaining players block the
opposing team, whose members try to break through the protective circle to block the kick or bat it aside for a
chance to intercept the ball. If a team misses the field goal, the opposing team takes possession of the ball
from the spot where the ball was kicked, as opposed to the line of scrimmage. In some situations, a coach may
choose to have his team fake a field goal attempt. The players line up as normal, but instead of holding the ball
for a kick, the player receiving the snap may run with the ball, hand it off to another player, or attempt to
throw it downfield. It is possible for the defensive team to return a missed field goal. If a field goal attempt is
short of the goal posts a player may return the ball just as on a punt. Teams usually try a return only when a
very long field goal is attempted at the end of the first half or in the closing seconds of a tied game, since in all
other cases it is more advantageous for the defense to just let the ball fall short. Kick and punt returns[ edit ]
Standard returns: The biggest choice facing a kick returner is whether to attempt to run the ball back. In
extreme casesâ€”generally during kickoff returns in the closing seconds of playâ€”the returner may attempt a
lateral pass to avoid the ball being downed in a tackle. The return team may throw as many lateral passes as
they choose, and this is normally done in a desperate attempt to keep the ball alive. This notably occurred on
January 8, , during a wild-card game between the Tennessee Titans and Buffalo Bills , in a play known as the
Music City Miracle. Another well-known occurrence is an occasion during an NCAA game regarded as " The
Play " in which the University of California return team utilized 5 lateral passes for a successful return and a
come-from-behind victory. However, he is penalized if he attempts a return after signaling a fair catch;
likewise, players who tackle a returner who has signaled a fair catch are penalized. If a player waves for a fair
catch and then fails to touch the ball, it may be downed as normal by the kicking team, but if recovered by the
receiving team, may not be advanced. However, if any member of the receiving team catches a ball and then
drops it, it becomes a live ball and may be recovered by either side. If a punted ball is touched after passing
the line of scrimmage, even inadvertently, by a member of the receiving team it becomes a live ball and may
be recovered as if a fumble by the kicking team. All place-kicked ballsâ€”kick-offs, field goal attempts, and
the likeâ€”are live balls, which may be played in one way or another by either team subject to restrictions in
the case of any "free" kick: This is achieved by either catching the ball generally when close to the end zone so
as to prevent a touchback , or surrounding the ball and allowing it to roll or bounce, without touching it, as
close as possible to the end zone. If the ball appears to be rolling or bouncing into the end zone, a player may
run in front of the goal line and attempt to bat it down or catch it. If a member of the kicking team catches the
ball before a member of the receiving team does so, the play is blown dead by the official, and the receiving
team takes possession at the spot the ball was spotted by the official.
Chapter 6 : Offensive Football Strategies - American Football Coaches Association - Google Books
Offensive Football Strategies by American Football Coaches Association. Champaign, Illinois, U.S.A.: Human Kinetics,
Soft cover. Fine. 4to - over 9Â¾ - 12&quot.

Chapter 7 : American football strategy - Wikipedia
Offensive Football Strategies offers you special access to the sharpest football minds in the game's history. It is the most
comprehensive and detailed book of its kind, containing the most popular and effective offensive philosophies, systems,
formations, and plays over the past 40 years.

Chapter 8 : Defensive Football Strategies by American Football Coaches Association
Since its establishment in , the American Football Coaches Associationhas striven to provide a forum for the discussion
and study of all matters pertaining to football and coaching and to maintain the highest possible standards in football and
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the coaching profession.

Chapter 9 : Offensive Football Strategy - Flip the Field
American football is about using so-called defensive, offensive and special team players as well as the execution of the
plays in the sport game of the American football, where there is a vast array of positions, strategies, plays, types of play
calling systems and formations utilized.
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